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Abstract
The personality profiles of cultures can be operationalized as the mean trait levels of
culture members. College students from 51 cultures rated an individual from their country whom
they knew well (N = 12,122). Aggregate scores on Revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEOPI-R) scales generalized across age and gender groups, yielded a close approximation to the
individual-level Five-Factor Model, and correlated with aggregate self-report personality scores
and other culture-level variables. Results were not attributable to national differences in
economic development or to acquiescence. Geographical differences in scale variances were
replicated, but appeared to be artifactual. Findings support the rough scalar equivalence of NEOPI-R factors and facets across cultures, and suggest that aggregate personality profiles provide
insight into cultural differences.
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Personality Profiles of Cultures, I: Aggregate Personality Traits
There is enormous appeal in the idea that cultures have distinctive personalities. Ruth
Benedict's (1934) classic description of Pueblo culture as Apollonian—sober, conventional,
cooperative, and orderly—seems apt and insightful. But one need not have the trained
observational skills of an anthropologist to make such judgments: Laypersons of all nationalities
readily attribute psychological characteristics to their own group and others' (Peabody, 1985).
Contemporary personality psychologists have occasionally attempted to characterize nations in
terms of mean trait levels (Lynn & Martin, 1995).
However, these characterizations are problematic on ethical, conceptual, and empirical
grounds. Ethically, the attribution of psychological characteristics to ethnic or racial groups has
been used as a rationale for some of the ugliest events in history, and, as Pinker (2002) detailed
in The Blank Slate, the possible misuse of findings on group differences has led many social
scientists to deny categorically the existence of real psychological differences among groups. But
Pinker argued cogently that
the problem is not with the possibility that people might differ from one another,
which is a factual question that could turn out one way or the other. The problem
is with the line of reasoning that says that if people do turn out to be different,
then discrimination, oppression, or genocide would be OK after all (p. 141).
Provided that they reject this faulty reasoning, psychologists can ethically study possible cultural
differences in personality. They should do so responsibly, which means carefully qualifying their
conclusions and reminding readers that a range of individual differences can always be found
within each culture (McCrae, 2004). But with suitable caution, it might be argued that research
on this topic is ethically necessary, because accurate assessments of cultural differences in
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personality—if any—are needed to help psychologists become "aware of and respect cultural,
individual, and role differences," as required by their ethical principles (American Psychological
Association, 2002, p. 1063).
The conceptual problems in characterizing the personality of a culture stem from the fact
that cultures occupy a different level of analysis than persons, and it cannot be assumed that the
same constructs are applicable to both. For example, we know that anxiety, hostility, and
depression covary among individuals to define a Neuroticism factor (Watson & Clark, 1984), but
are anxious cultures also usually hostile and depressed cultures? If not, the concept of
Neuroticism would not be applicable to cultures. Hofstede (2001) has referred to the assumption
that individual-level constructs are necessarily applicable to cultures as the reverse ecological
fallacy. More profoundly, social scientists have long debated whether any aspect of psychology
is relevant to an understanding of social groups, or whether groups must be understood entirely
in their own terms (Kroeber, 1917).
Empirically, the status of concepts such as national character is mixed. For example, later
anthropologists have contested the accuracy of Benedict's description of the Pueblo (see
Barnouw, 1985). National stereotypes are surely subject to ethnocentric and xenophobic biases,
although Peabody (1985) argued that such biases have probably been exaggerated.
Characterizations of cultures based on mean trait ratings have shown convergence in some
comparisons (McCrae, 2002) but not in others (Poortinga, van de Vijver, & van Hemert, 2002).
Church and Katigbak (2002) found agreement between American and Filipino judges on Filipino
traits, but these judgments did not match observed mean profiles. The Personality Profiles of
Cultures Project was designed to help resolve these issues.
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Conceptualizing Personality in Cultures
There are at least three ways in which the personality of a culture might be
conceptualized, which we will call ethos, national character, and aggregate personality. Ethos,
at a superorganic level (Kroeber, 1917), refers to trait-like characteristics used to describe the
institutions and customs of the culture, such as its folktales, political organization, child-rearing
practices, and religious beliefs. Afghanistan under the Taliban might have been characterized as
closed to experience because music was banned and Islamic orthodoxy was rigidly enforced.
This personality-as-ethos does not imply anything directly about the personality traits of
members of the culture: Afghans under Taliban rule might have been—some doubtless were—
highly open to experience. Dimensions of ethos are sometimes inferred from the values of
culture members (Hofstede, 2001; Inglehart, 1997), but they might be abstracted directly from
features of culture, such as economic systems or health statistics (cf. Georgas & Berry, 1995).
National character refers to personality traits that are perceived to be prototypical of
members of a culture. If this is to be a useful scientific construct, it must be shown that the
characteristics are more descriptive than evaluative (Peabody, 1985), and that they are shared by
knowledgeable judges both within and outside the culture (Church & Katigbak, 2002). Although
national character is in some sense related to the traits of culture members, it does not necessarily
represent a modal personality (Du Bois, 1944). Americans, for example, might think that the
prototypical Texan has the personality characteristics of a cowboy, although there are relatively
few cowboys still living in Texas, and other Texans may not share their traits.
Aggregate personality, the focus of interest in the present article, characterizes cultures in
terms of the assessed mean personality trait levels of culture members. Thus, "Norway is an
extraverted culture," means, in this sense, that the average level of Extraversion is high in
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Norway compared to other cultures. The whole culture is represented by the mean of its parts—
the culture members—in this formulation, just as the wealth of a nation's citizens is reflected in
per capita income.
For psychologists, at least, aggregate personality is the most conveniently assessed of
these three culture-level personality profiles. Standard measures of personality traits can be
administered to a representative sample from each culture to be compared, and mean profiles
computed. In one sense, this is precisely like comparing other groups, such as patients with
different personality disorders (Morey et al., 2002). But cross-cultural psychologists have long
noted that cross-cultural comparisons pose special challenges (McCrae, 2001; van de Vijver &
Leung, 1997). Cross-cultural comparisons require, first, that it be demonstrated that the same
constructs exist in each culture; next, that measuring instruments maintain construct validity in
all cultures to be compared; and finally that scales show scalar equivalence—that is, that a raw
score has the same absolute interpretation in each culture. If these requirements can be met, then
comparisons of representative samples from different cultures should yield meaningful results.
Bottom-up and Top-down Approaches
The present research employs a measure of the Five-Factor Model of personality (FFM;
Digman, 1990), and there is by now considerable evidence that FFM dimensions are in fact
universal (McCrae & Allik, 2002; Paunonen & Ashton, 1998), and that instruments such as the
Revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R; Costa & McCrae, 1992) retain their validity in
translation. The remaining, and most challenging, requirement for cross-cultural comparisons is
some demonstration that the scales have scalar equivalence, and thus can be quantitatively
compared. Note that scalar equivalence is not an all-or-nothing property: Like construct validity,
it is always a matter of degree, and, like construct validity, it is best assessed by the convergence
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of multiple lines of evidence. There are two basic approaches to this problem, which might be
called bottom-up and top-down.
The bottom-up approach uses individual-level analyses (in which the person is the unit of
analysis) to show that psychometric properties have been retained in transferring a scale across
cultures. Item-response theory (IRT) has been used to determine if the items in a scale operate
equivalently across cultures (Huang, Church, & Katigbak, 1997). One problem with the IRT
approach is that it focuses on individual items, whereas the constructs of interest are measured by
scales that typically aggregate across a number of items. It is possible that none of the items in a
translated scale is strictly equivalent to its counterpart in the original version, but that the
differences introduced are random in nature and cancel out, leaving comparable total scores. A
second problem with IRT analyses is that samples from two cultures might have identical
distributions of item scores, and thus no differential item functioning, but the scores from one
sample might in fact be systematically inflated by self-presentation bias; failure to find
differential item functioning thus does not necessarily imply comparability of scores.
A second bottom-up approach relies on testing bilinguals who can complete the
instrument in two different languages. At least six studies (Gülgöz, 2002; Konstabel, 1999;
McCrae, 2001) have compared different translations of the NEO-PI-R using this design. They
have all showed strong correlations between versions, indicating preservation of the basic
constructs, and small and scattered mean level differences. To the extent that these studies are
generalizable, it appears that translation in itself does not have a major impact on the
interpretation of raw scale scores.
But translation is only one of several possible sources of inequivalence, and bilingual
retest studies do not address others. Members of different cultures may differ in response styles
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such as acquiescence, in standards of comparison, and in norms of self-presentation. All of these
biases might affect their responses regardless of the language in which they took a test.
Cross-cultural methodologists have focused on these bottom-up approaches because most
cross-cultural studies are based on comparisons of two or a very few cultures; in these
circumstances, mean differences might be due to almost anything, and the comparability of
scores should be ascertained before comparisons are made. But with the recent availability of
data from large numbers of cultures, a completely different, top-down approach is now possible
that obviates some of the limitations of bottom-up approaches. In the top-down approach,
researchers use culture-level analyses (in which the culture is the unit of analysis) to validate
aggregate scores across cultures. If differences between cultures in mean trait levels were merely
a matter of response biases and random error introduced by translations, then the aggregate
scores should be meaningless. However, if a pattern of construct validity can be established for
aggregate culture-level scores, then the scores themselves must be meaningful, and comparison
across cultures would be appropriate.
Construct validation of culture-level scores parallels construct validation of individual
scores, where reproducibility or reliability, factor structure replicability, and convergent and
discriminant validity are typically assessed. Multi-method studies are particularly valuable,
because they minimize the possibility that results may reflect shared biases. Culture-level scores
are reproducible if the same score means are obtained from different samples of respondents;
they are generalizable if these groups represent different sections of the culture, such as men and
women, or adolescents and adults (McCrae, 2001). Culture-level scores show factorial validity if
a factor analysis of aggregate variables yields meaningful factors (which might or might not
parallel the factors found in individuals). Hofstede (2001) called this ecological factor analysis
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and used it to identify dimensions of culture. Finally, evidence of convergent and discriminant
validity can be obtained by correlating aggregate scores with other culture-level variables. These
might be alternative operationalizations of the same constructs (as when McCrae, 2001,
correlated mean NEO-PI-R Neuroticism scores with the mean Eysenck Personality
Questionnaire Neuroticism scores tabulated by Lynn & Martin, 1995, across a sample of 14
cultures), or other culture-level criteria, such as per capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP) or
national health statistics.
Interpreting Ecological (Culture-Level) Factor Analyses
One step in this process requires special attention. Although most cross-cultural
researchers understand that factor structures found at the individual level may or may not be
replicated when aggregate data are analyzed, ecological factor analysis is an unusual and
somewhat mysterious procedure. Some readers are surprised when an individual factor structure
is replicated in an ecological analysis (e.g., McCrae, 2002), but in fact that is the expectable
result. When two variables covary, groups that happen for any reason to be high on one will tend
also to be high on the other; when group-level data are analyzed, these two variables will still
covary. Departures from this expectation are most informative, because they suggest that the
groups—in this case, cultures—contribute something not found on the individual level. This
culture-level addition may be random or systematic.
Random influences might be substantive, due to the idiosyncratic effects of each
particular culture on each trait. For example, Mexican simpatia (a norm dictating an avoidance of
interpersonal conflict; see Diaz-Loving & Draguns, 1999) might elevate levels of A4:
Compliance without affecting A1: Trust or A2: Straightforwardness. Random influences might
also be artifactual: error contributed by translation, varying response styles, or cultural variations
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in the meaningfulness of individual items. These are precisely the features that threaten scalar
equivalence, and if there are marked departures from scalar equivalence, ecological factor
analysis might show a sharply degraded version of the individual-level structure.
However, cultural influences might also be systematic, superorganic contributions to
personality traits that change the factor structure at the culture level. For example, individualistic
cultures might configure traits somewhat differently than collectivistic cultures.
As a basis for interpreting the ecological factor analyses reported here, we will conduct
simulations of these conditions and evaluate the resulting factor congruences with the normative
individual-level structure. A first simulation will randomly reassign subjects to "cultures," to
show that such groupings retain the individual-level structure. A second simulation will add
random values to the means of these "cultures" to assess the impact of cultural idiosyncrasy or
scalar inequivalence on ecological factor structure. A final simulation will model systematic
variation between "cultures" by contrasting hypothetical Thinking and Feeling cultures.
Aggregate Personality Profiles in 51 Cultures
The present study builds upon previous findings of meaningful differences in aggregate
personality profiles using the self-report version of the NEO-PI-R. McCrae (2001, 2002)
reported secondary analyses of data collected by other researchers from 36 cultures (or
subcultures). He found that (a) mean scores for the five NEO-PI-R domains were generalizable
across age and gender groups; (b) culture-level factor analysis replicated the individual-level
factor structure, though with a broader Extraversion factor; (c) scale variances were related to
geography, being consistently largest in European and American cultures; and (d) aggregate
scores showed convergent and discriminant correlations with other culture-level measures of
personality and with Hofstede's (2001) dimensions of culture. All of these findings argued for the
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meaningfulness of aggregate personality scores. However, these scores did not match the
intuitive assessments of a panel of expert cross-cultural judges (McCrae, 2001): Japan, for
example, showed a low score for Conscientiousness, despite the widespread perception that the
Japanese are an industrious people. Poortinga, van de Vijver, and van Hemert (2002) concluded
in a review of cross-cultural differences in personality that "the validity of such claims [of real
differences in mean levels] has to remain tentative" (p. 298), and encouraged research on
alternative explanations for apparent group differences, such as responses biases like
acquiescence.
The present study was designed to replicate and extend evidence on the validity of
aggregate personality scores as indicators of the personality profiles of cultures. To minimize the
possibility that replications are due to shared response biases, an alternative method of
measurement—observer ratings—was used to assess personality. College students from 51
cultures (including African, Arab, and Latin American cultures underrepresented in earlier
studies) provided ratings on a male or female adult or college-age acquaintance who was a
native-born citizen of their country. Although the resulting samples are unlikely to be strictly
representative of any culture's population as a whole, they do appear to be comparable across
cultures.
Analyses at the individual level (McCrae et al., in press) showed that the basic structure
of personality traits was universal, and that age and sex differences seen in self-report studies
(Costa, Terracciano, & McCrae, 2001; McCrae et al., 1999) were generally replicated in
observer-rating data. However, there was also systematic variation in the quality of the data
collected, with more reliable and valid results obtained in Western and Westernized cultures,
whose members were more familiar with personality questionnaires.
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McCrae (2002), who first noted cultural differences in trait variances, speculated that
they might reflect the operation of acquiescent response biases on balanced scales, random error
introduced by translations, or substantive differences in homogeneity of personality traits in
different cultures, but he was unable to test these hypotheses with available data. In the present
study, an aggregate measure of acquiescence is included, along with a measure of data quality, to
examine associations of these artifacts with variations in scale variances.
We also assess the generalizability of aggregate personality scores across men and
women and college-age and adult subsamples and the interrater reliability of the aggregate
scores; examine the culture-level factor structure of the NEO-PI-R; and correlate aggregate
scores with a variety of culture-level criteria, including self-report personality scores, Hofstede's
(2001) dimensions of culture, and Schwartz's (1994) cultural value orientations. Previous
research was limited to comparisons on the factor level, but the availability of culture-level facet
scores (McCrae, 2002) makes it possible to examine the culture-level convergence for specific
traits in the present study. To characterize cultures as a whole, we analyze personality profiles
for the five factors and 30 facets of the NEO-PI-R. These profile analyses are informative about
the validity of scores in individual cultures. We also consider the effects of national wealth,
aggregate acquiescence, and within-culture sampling on these cross-cultural comparisons.

Method
Cultures
We recruited collaborators from a wide range of cultures, subject to the requirement that
prospective participants would be fluent in English or one of the other languages for which an
authorized NEO-PI-R translation was available. Data gathered are from 51 cultures representing
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six continents, using translations into Indo-European, Hamito-Semitic, Sino-Tibetan, Daic,
Uralic, Malayo-Polynesian, Dravidian, and Altaic languages. American and Brazilian data were
gathered from multiple sites. German, Russian, and Czech data were taken from existing
observer rating data (McCrae et al., 2004; Ostendorf & Angleitner, 2004).
Individual-level analyses for 50 of these cultures are reported in McCrae et al. (in press).
For the present paper, data from Iran (Ns = 35 male, 38 female raters; 137 targets) became
available. Domain reliabilities in the Iranian sample were .92, .88, .84, .93, and .95 for
Neuroticism (N), Extraversion (E), Openness to Experience (O), Agreeableness (A), and
Conscientiousness (C), respectively. After targeted rotation, factor congruence coefficients
comparing the Iranian structure to the American normative structure (Costa & McCrae, 1992)
were .93, .93, .72, .93, and .95, with a total congruence coefficient of .90.
Participants, Targets, and Procedures
Except where existing data were used, participants were college students who
volunteered to participate anonymously in a study of personality across cultures. More detail on
the raters is given in McCrae et al. (in press). The great majority were native-born citizens of
their country, and the samples generally reflected the ethnic make-up of their countries.
Raters were randomly assigned to one of four target conditions1 asking for ratings of
college-age women, college-aged men, adult (over 40) men or adult women. For the college-age
targets, raters were asked to:
Please think of a woman [man] aged 18-21 whom you know well. She [he] should be
someone who is a native-born citizen of your country. She [he] can be a relative or a
friend or neighbor—someone you like, or someone you don’t like. She [he] can be a
college student, but she [he] need not be.
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In the adult conditions, the age specified was over age 40, to form a clear contrast to the collegeage targets. The original study design called for 50 targets in each category; obtained subsamples
ranged from 24 to 305, with a total of N = 12,122 valid ratings.
Instrument
The NEO-PI-R is a 240-item measure of the FFM. It contains 30 8-item facet scales, six
for each of the five basic personality factors, N, E, O, A, and C. Responses are made on a fivepoint Likert scale, from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The factors can be estimated by
domain scores, which sum the relevant six facets, or more precisely by factor scores, which are a
weighted combination of all 30 facets (Costa & McCrae, 1992, Table 2). Two parallel forms
have been developed: Form S for self-reports, and Form R for observer ratings, in which the
items have been rephrased in the third person. Evidence on the reliability and validity of the
English version are presented in the Manual (Costa & McCrae, 1992).
The mean level of acquiescence varies across cultures (Smith, 2004), so some measure
would be useful as a control variable. Because NEO-PI-R scales are roughly balanced, a general
index of acquiescent response bias can be calculated by summing raw (unreflected) responses to
the 240 NEO-PI-R items (McCrae, Herbst, & Costa, 2001).
Form S of the NEO-PI-R has been translated into over 30 languages. In almost all cases,
translations were done by bilingual psychologists native to the culture. Independent backtranslations were reviewed by the test authors, and modifications were made as needed. For the
present study, collaborators modified the first-person version to create a third-person version.
They also translated the instructions, which were reviewed in back-translation by the first authors
of this article and revised.
Invalid protocols were screened out using the rules specified in the Manual for missing
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data and random responding. In addition, the quality of data in each sample as a whole was
assessed by an index based on proportion of valid protocols, yea- and naysaying, proportion of
missing data, the first language of the respondent, the publication status of the translation, and a
judgment by the test administrator regarding miscellaneous problems. This Quality Index was
internally consistent (alpha = .76) and correlated across samples with reliability and factor
replicability (McCrae et al., in press).
The Quality Index was based on ranking within the group of 50 cultures. To estimate
quality in the Iranian sample, a multiple regression was used to predict the total Quality Index
from its components in the original 50 cultures. Four predictors were significant: The percent of
the unscreened sample with valid protocols (VALID); the judgment that respondents had
problems with the questionnaire (PROBLEM; 0 = no, 1 = yes); the percent of the unscreened
sample which exceeded the cut-offs for acquiescence or nay-saying (ACQUIES) specified in the
Manual (Costa & McCrae, 1992); and the estimated fluency of the sample in the language in
which the NEO-PI-R was administered (FLUENCY; 2 = native, 1 = very fluent non-native, 0 =
somewhat fluent non-native language). The regression equation estimated Quality Index scores
as
–33.08 + .61*VALID – 9.15*PROBLEM – .91*ACQUIES + 2.83*FLUENCY,
with an R2 of .85. Quality Index scores ranged from 5.5 to 37.9 in the original 50 cultures, with
scores above 25 generally associated with excellent psychometric properties. Estimated data
quality for Iran was low, 10.2, due to frequent invalid and acquiescent protocols and comments
by several respondents that the task was too long or confusing. Nevertheless, psychometric
properties were adequate in the screened Iranian sample.
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Culture-level Correlates
To validate aggregate personality scores, we correlated them with other culture-level
variables. Most directly relevant were national means on personality scales from previous selfreport studies, including the NEO-PI-R (McCrae, 2002; Rossier, Dahourou, & McCrae, in press);
the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ; Eysenck & Eysenck, 1975) as reported by Lynn
and Martin (1995) and van Hemert, van de Vijver, Poortinga, and Georgas (2002); and the Locus
of Control scale (Rotter, 1966; Smith, Trompenaars, & Dugan, 1995). In previous research
(McCrae, 2001, 2002) EPQ data from India were omitted as outliers; in the present study we
substituted Indian data from Lodhi, Deo, and Belhekar (2002) in the EPQ analyses.
Several sets of dimensions have been proposed to reflect national levels of values and
beliefs. Hofstede (2001) provided scores for five dimensions: Power Distance (acceptance of
status differences), Uncertainty Avoidance (preference for rules and routines to reduce stress),
Individualism (emphasis of self over family or group), Masculinity (egoistic vs. social work
goals), and, for a subset of countries, Long-Term Orientation (orientation towards future
rewards). Schwartz (1994) assessed seven cultural value orientations—Conservatism, Affective
Autonomy, Intellectual Autonomy, Hierarchy, Mastery, Egalitarian Commitment, and
Harmony—in samples of teachers. Inglehart and Norris (2003) reported scores on two
dimensions derived from responses to the World Values Survey: Traditional vs. Secular-Rational
values and Survival vs. Self-expression values. Leung and Bond (2004) reported scores for social
axioms, general beliefs about the social world, including Social Cynicism, Social Complexity,
Reward for Application, Religiosity, and Fate Control. Smith, Dugan, and Trompenaars (1996)
reported scores for attitudes of organizational employees: Conservatism vs. Egalitarian
Commitment and Loyal Involvement vs. Utilitarian Involvement. Finally, Diener, Diener, and
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Diener (1995) tabulated subjective well-being values for nations.
Three economic indicators for each country were obtained from Internet sources: per
capita Gross Domestic Product (GDP; www.bartleby.com/151/fields/64.html), The Gini Index (a
measure of the equitable distribution of wealth; www.bartleby.com/151/fields/68.html), and the
Human Development Index (HDI;
http://hdr.undp.org/reports/global/2002/en/indicator/indicator.cfm?File=indic_290_1_1.html).
Some judgment is required in matching cultures across these studies, because cultures
were defined differently in different studies and national boundaries have changed in recent
years. In general, the most specific matches available were used (e.g., Telugu-speaking Indians
with Telugu-speaking Indians). Separate data for Northern Ireland were provided in some studies
(Diener et al., 1995; Inglehart & Norris, 2003); otherwise, N. Ireland was matched with the U. K.
or Britain. Germany was matched with West Germany. Data from Czechoslovakia were paired
with both the Czech Republic and Slovakia; data from Yugoslavia were paired with Croatia,
Slovenia, and Serbia, except that McCrae's (2002) Yugoslavians were in fact Serbians and were
matched only to Serbia. Data from the Soviet Union were matched to Russia, but not to Estonia.
German and French Switzerland were distinguished where possible. For Schwartz's (1994)
values, rural and urban Estonian samples were averaged. Burkina Faso and Nigeria were
matched with Hofstede's (2001) West African region; Ethiopia, Uganda, and Botswana with East
Africa; and Kuwait and Lebanon with Arab countries.
Replications with Self-Report Data
Previous studies (e.g., McCrae, 2002; Leung & Bond, 2004; Steel & Ones, 2002) have
reported correlations between aggregate-level NEO-PI-R self-report data and other culture-level
variables. For the present study, these correlations were recalculated using all available cultures
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and the matching rules noted above, to assess replicability of culture-level associations across
methods. Note that these are not strict replications, because the samples of cultures, although
overlapping, are not the same in the two sets of analyses.2

Results
Generalizability, Reliability, and Standardization
Group level analyses began with means from the four separate subsamples: College-age
men, college-age women, adult men, and adult women.3 To assess generalizability of culturelevel scores across age groups, the mean raw domain scores for college-aged subsamples were
correlated with mean domain scores for adult subsamples matched on culture and gender (e.g.,
the college-age male subsample from Peru was paired with the adult male subsample from Peru).
Correlations for N, E, O, A, and C were .67, .46, .52, .62, and .33, respectively (all ps < .001),
suggesting that culture-level scores generalize at least minimally across these age groups. To
assess generalizability across gender, mean raw domain scores for female subsamples were
correlated with domain scores for male subsamples matched on culture and age group (e.g., the
college-age male subsample from Peru was paired with the college-age female subsample from
Peru). Correlations for N, E, O, A, and C were .54, .78, .76, .64, and .84, respectively (all ps <
.001), suggesting generalizability across genders.
All these generalizability coefficients underestimate the reliability of the aggregate
scores; they are in essence uncorrected split-half correlations. A more accurate estimate of the
reliability of the aggregate scores is given by the intraclass correlation, ICC(1, k). Intraclass
correlations usually apply to ratings given by a set of judges of the same target. Here, the targets
are the different individuals, but all are representatives of the same culture. These values were
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.88, .91, .92, .91, and .89 for N, E, O, A, and C, respectively. As shown in the eighth column of
Table 1, ICCs for the 30 facets ranged from .80 to .97, with a median of .91. These very high
values are understandable, given that each of the 51 data points is based on an average of 238
targets.
Age and gender differences at the group level were examined by paired t-tests. Older
subsamples scored lower on N, E, and O, and higher on A and C than younger subsamples (all ps
< .001); female groups scored higher than male groups on all five factors (all ps < .01). To adjust
for these differences, the 30 NEO-PI-R facet scores were standardized as T-scores within age and
gender groups across all 51 cultures, and all subsequent analyses used these facet scores.4 Factor
scores were created using scoring weights given in the Manual (Costa & McCrae, 1992, Table 2,
bottom panel), which is reasonable because the American structure was replicated in all the
individual cultures (McCrae et al., in press).
Ecological Factor Analysis Simulations
To test for the effects of cultural influences on ecological factor analyses, all cases were
randomly reassigned to 201 "cultures" to parallel the 201 subsamples. A culture-level principal
components analysis was conducted on the means of the 30 facet scales in these randomlyconstituted "cultures," five factors were extracted, and the factors were rotated to maximal fit
with the American normative factor structure (McCrae, Zonderman, Costa, Bond, & Paunonen,
1996). The resulting structure was a near-perfect replication of the individual-level structure,
with factor congruence coefficients ranging from .95 to .98.
To simulate the effect of random cultural contributions to the factor structure, 30 random
variables were created with an expected mean of 0 and standard deviation of 4 T-score points.
These perturbations were added to the facet scores of the 201 "cultures;" the mean absolute
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change in facet scores was 3.2 T-score points. However, these relatively modest random changes
had a pronounced effect on the factor structure: Factor congruence coefficients ranged from .24
for O to .62 for E and A; the total congruence coefficient was .49. A second random simulation
used the same random additions, but divided by two, and thus representing a mean absolute
change of only 1.6 T-score points. In this analysis, factor congruence coefficients were .86, .86,
.48, .82, and .88 for N, E, O, A, and C, respectively, with a total congruence coefficient of .79. It
thus appears that even small deviations from scalar equivalence can degrade the factor structure.
Finally, to simulate the effect of systematic cultural contributions to ecological factor
structures, we divided the 201 "cultures" into two groups. The first was hypothesized to consist
of "cultures" that emphasized thinking over feeling; in these, 5 T-score points were added to O5:
Ideas, and 5 points were subtracted from O3: Feelings. In the second group, hypothesized to
emphasize feeling over thinking, 5 T-score points were added to O3: Feelings, and 5 points were
subtracted from O5: Ideas. Factor congruence coefficients were .98, .90, .61, .95, and .97 for N,
E, O, A, and C, respectively; five of the O facets had positive loadings on the O factor, whereas
O3: Feelings loaded –.58. Systematic cultural contributions of this magnitude are thus clearly
noticeable in ecological factor analyses.
Ecological Factor Analysis
A culture-level principal components analysis was conducted on the means of the 30
facet scales in 201 subsamples. Previous work at both the individual and cultural levels had
suggested that five factors should be extracted; however, the first seven eigenvalues in the
present analysis were 8.18, 4.23, 2.99, 2.32, 1.79, 1.58, and .98, and parallel analysis (Cota,
Longman, Stewart, Holden, & Fekken, 1993) indicated that six factors should be retained. Both
five- and six-factor solutions were therefore examined.
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The six-factor solution was evaluated by calculating comparability coefficients with the
American normative self-report structure (Costa & McCrae, 1992)—that is, by correlating factor
scores generated in this analysis with group means for the factor scores calculated at the
individual level using scoring coefficients given in the Manual. Factors resembling E, O, A, and
C could be roughly identified (factor comparabilities = .71 to .96); the two remaining factors
were related chiefly to N (comparabilities = .80 and .45). The first N factor had its largest
loadings on N3: Depression, N4: Self-Consciousness, and N6: Vulnerability; the second was
chiefly defined by N2: Angry Hostility and N5: Impulsiveness, as well as (low) A4: Compliance.
The two aspects of N reflected in these factors call to mind Achenbach, McConaughy, and
Howell's (1987) distinction between internalizing and externalizing disorders. However, a
reanalysis of self-report data from McCrae (2002) extracting six factors (although only five were
warranted by parallel analysis) found a single N factor, with O and C facets distributed across
three factors. Thus, the six-factor solution is not replicable across methods of measurement.
In a varimax rotation of five factors, only O and C were clearly replicated; N was divided
into two factors as in the six-factor solution, and E and A were fused. But in large part the
differences from the normative structure appear to be a matter of rotation: Table 1 reports the fivefactor solution rotated to maximum similarity to the American normative self-report structure
(McCrae et al., 1996). Although factor similarity was beyond chance for all five factors, only N,
O, A, and C factors clearly replicated the American structure using Haven and ten Berge's (1977)
criterion of congruence over .85. The remaining factor was defined by four of the six E facets and
by O3: Feeling and A3: Altruism, which have secondary loadings on the E factor in individuallevel analyses. But it also had large loadings for other facets that are not definers of the E factor in
individual-level analyses, including N5: Impulsiveness, O1: Fantasy, and C1: Competence.
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_______________
Table 1 about here
_______________
The same phenomenon was reported by McCrae (2002) in an analysis of aggregate selfreport data from 36 cultures. The factor congruence coefficients between that culture-level
structure and the structure in Table 1 were .83, .91, .87, .80, and .88 for N, E, O, A, and C,
respectively, suggesting similar culture-level structures, especially for E. Finally, an analysis was
conducted for 98 subsamples from cultures not included in McCrae's (2002) study; results
closely resembled those in Table 1, with factor congruences with the normative self-report
structure of .94, .76, .86, .86, and .93 for N, E, O, A, and C, respectively. The anomalies with the
E factor thus replicate using a different method of personality assessment in a completely distinct
sample of cultures. This appears to be a real culture-level contribution to the covariation of
aggregate personality scores, which McCrae (2002) noted was related to cultural differences in
individualism-collectivism.
On the other hand, the overall structure clearly resembles the FFM. As simulations
showed, this would not be the case if scalar inequivalences were widespread or large. Further
evidence is provided by factor comparabilities, which relate factor scores in the same sample
calculated with two different sets of scoring weights (from American normative self-reports and
the present analysis). These values, reported in the last row of Table 1, are all high, and argue
that all five factors can be interpreted in terms of the familiar FFM.
Culture Means and Standard Deviations
To characterize each culture, overall mean factor and facet scores were calculated.
Columns 2 through 6 of Table 2 report the factor means for the 51 cultures. Inspection of the
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Table shows that there is a fairly narrow range of values (7.5, 11.3, 12.3, 8.1, and 8.0 T-score
points for N, E, O, A, and C, respectively). These ranges are consistently smaller than those seen
in self-reports (10.8, 16.0, 15.1, 11.8, and 13.1 T-score points for N, E, O, A, and C, respectively;
McCrae, 2002), suggesting that cultural differences in rated personality are smaller than
differences in self-reported personality. This relative restriction of range may reduce correlations
with other culture-level variables.
_______________
Table 2 about here
_______________
We also examined scale variability. For each of the 30 facets, standard deviations for
college-age subsamples were compared with adult subsamples matched on culture and gender;
correlations ranged from .15 to .73, of which 28 were significant (p < .05). Similar analyses
showed generalizability across gender, rs = .28 to .76, all ps < .01. As in analyses of self-report
data (McCrae, 2002), scale variability appeared also to be generalizable across content domains:
Cultures with smaller standard deviations on one facet tended to have smaller standard
deviations on all the others. A factor analysis of standard deviations for the 30 facets across the
201 subsamples showed a single large factor accounting for 39% of the variance, with all facets
loading .39 or higher. Each culture's characteristic variability was therefore computed as the
mean standard deviation across all 30 facet scales.
Mean SDs for each culture are reported in column 7 of Table 2, and the Table entries
have been sorted in ascending magnitude of this value. As in McCrae (2002), this arrangement
highlights the geographical organization of results: Asian and African cultures show lower
variability, whereas European and American cultures show higher. These values are significantly
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correlated (r = .61, N = 26, p < .001) with mean SDs in self-reports (McCrae, 2002), but also
with Acquiescence (r = –.28, N = 51, p < .05) and especially the Quality Index (r = .66, N = 51, p
< .001). Acquiescent responding, when applied to a balanced scale, reduces variance, as does
random error. These correlations suggest that apparent differences in facet scale variance across
cultures may be due largely or entirely to artifacts of response style.
Within-Nation Variability
In four cases data were available from two or more sites in the same nation. Data for
French and German Swiss are given in Table 2; these two samples differed significantly for all
factors except A. Data for English and Northern Irish are also in Table 2. These two parts of the
United Kingdom do not differ in N, E, A, or C, but they are dramatically different in O: the
English rank 4th, whereas the Northern Irish rank 49th. Where there are linguistic or historical
reasons for treating subcultures separately, that appears to be appropriate.
Three sites were sampled in Brazil, and four in the United States. There were no
significant differences among the Brazilian sites for any of the factors. The American sites,
however, differed on N, E, and C, and some of these differences were substantial. In E, for
example, the lowest-scoring site (San Francisco State University) fell exactly in the middle of the
distribution in Table 2, whereas the highest-scoring site (University of Iowa) was higher than any
of the 51 cultures. Had we relied on data from a single American site, we might have reached a
wide range of conclusions about Americans' level of E.
Culture-Level Correlates
To examine the validity of aggregate personality scores, we correlated them with culturelevel scores from other personality instruments, measures of beliefs and values, and socioeconomic indicators (see Table 3). The most direct comparison is with the factors in self-reports
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on the NEO-PI-R. Significant, and moderately large, correlations are found for N, E, and O
factors, and a trend (p < .10) is found for C. Observer-rated A is related to self-reported E rather
than A, but there are no other failures of discriminant validity.
_______________
Table 3 about here
_______________
With regard to the EPQ scales, in addition to the links between corresponding N and E
scales, it might be hypothesized that A and C would be negatively related to Psychoticism and
positively related to Lie (McCrae & Costa, 1985), although these associations are small even in
comparisons at the individual level. A significant correlation is found for N using data from
Lynn and Martin (1995), but none of the other hypotheses is supported. Thus, this cross-method,
cross-instrument comparison provides little evidence of validity for the culture-level scores.
Similarly, there is no association with external Locus of Control, which at the individual level is
modestly related to N and low C (Costa, McCrae, & Dye, 1991).
Aggregate personality factor scores are, however, significantly related to a number of
culture-level variables that characterize societies' beliefs and values. N is related to Uncertainty
Avoidance, a dimension associated with anxiety (Hofstede, 2001). Cultures whose members are
high in E have democratic values, as seen in correlations with Smith et al.'s (1996) Egalitarian
Commitment scale and low Power Distance. E is also related to Individualism, an emphasis on
self-expression rather than survival, a disbelief in the role of fate, and high subjective well-being.
These are generally Western beliefs and values, consistent with research showing that E is
highest in Europe and the Americas (McCrae, 2004).
Cultures whose members are high in O also are characterized by low Power Distance and
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high Individualism. In addition, Open cultures value Affective and Intellectual Autonomy and
Egalitarian Commitment, but reject Conservatism. They have a secular-rational approach to life,
and limited belief in religion. Open cultures thus appear to be independent and unconventional.
Agreeableness, another dimension associated with values at the individual level (Roccas, Sagiv,
Schwartz, & Knafo, 2002), has a similar set of correlates, except that high A cultures do not
reject religion, and they score higher on subjective well-being (cf. McCrae & Costa, 1991). C is
unrelated to values and beliefs when zero-order correlations are examined.
The pattern of correlates in Table 3 is meaningful and generally consistent with previous
findings. As Table footnotes show, 17 of the 31 significant correlations between observer-rated
NEO-PI-R factors and other criteria are replicated when aggregated self-report data are used to
measure the factors.
Aggregate mean values for the 30 NEO-PI-R facets were reported by McCrae (2002) for
self-report data from 36 cultures, of which 26 overlap with the present sample, and by J. Rossier
(personal communication, August 19, 2004) for Burkina Faso and French Switzerland. Culturelevel correlations for the facets are given in the last column of Table 1; most (80%) are
significant, and the median value is .58. Note that four of the A facets and four of the C facets
are significant, despite limited agreement on A and C factor scores. These data provide evidence
that a variety of specific traits may be validly assessed at the culture level.
Control Analyses
Aggregate E, O, and A are all related to GDP and to HDI (see Table 3), and some
researchers believe that culture-level correlations should be interpreted net of economic
indicators (e.g., Hofstede, 2001; Leung & Bond, 2004). As indicated by Table 3 footnotes, only
about a third of the significant correlations in Table 3 remain significant after controlling for
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GDP. The most pronounced effects of partialling GDP are on the associations of personality with
values. By contrast, the correlations with NEO-PI-R self-report aggregates are relatively
unaffected; indeed, the partial correlation for C is now significant at conventional levels (r = .41,
p < .05). Controlling for GDP also improves discriminant validity: The unexpected correlation of
observer-rated A with self-reported E is reduced to nonsignificance. Analyses for facets (see
Table 1) controlling for GDP found that 23 of the 24 significant correlations remained significant
(E1: Warmth was the exception).
NEO-PI-R scales are roughly balanced in keying, but N, E, A and C domains have a
small preponderance of positively keyed items, and all five factors are correlated with
acquiescent responding within the 51 cultures, median rs = .25, .22, .15, .03, and .30 for N, E, O,
A, and C, respectively. When aggregated across respondents, these small correlations might
affect culture-level means. In fact, however, culture-level Acquiescence (see Table 2) was
significantly related only to O (r = –.37, p < .01), and partialling it out of the correlations
reported in Table 3 had little effect. Correlations of O with Intellectual Autonomy, Religiosity,
Smith et al.'s (1996) Egalitarian Commitment, and the HDI became non-significant; the
remaining 32 significant correlations in Table 3 changed little in magnitude and remained
significant. Partialling Acquiescence from the correlations between Form S and Form R facets
(Table 1) reduced the correlation for N2: Angry Hostility to r = .38, p < .10. All other
correlations remained significant.
Profile Analyses
It is conceivable that the correlations seen in the last column of Table 1 and in the first
five rows of Table 3 are attributable to a subset of cultures—perhaps Individualistic societies, in
which traits are thought to be more salient (Triandis, 1995). In that case, the data would in fact
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offer construct validity only within those cultures. Personality profiles provide one way of
assessing agreement across methods at the level of each individual culture. McCrae (1993)
proposed a coefficient of profile agreement, rpa, that summarizes agreement between two
assessments of a target across the five factors. This coefficient was calculated for each of the 28
cultures for which both self-report and observer-rating NEO-PI-R data were available; values
ranged from .32 to .42, with a mean of .38. This is comparable to the mean rpa, .41, found at the
individual level for agreement between self-reports and peer ratings from knowledgeable
acquaintances (McCrae, 1993). Most importantly, it is similar for all 28 cultures, suggesting that
aggregate assessments are valid across a wide range of cultures.
That interpretation may, however, be misleading, because rpa was developed for the
analysis of individual-level scores, which have much higher variance than the mean scores
analyzed here. Most mean scores from both self-reports and observer ratings are near T = 50, so
agreement across methods is expectable. As an alternative, the aggregate scores were
standardized across the 28 cultures, and rpa was calculated on these standardized scores. The
resulting values ranged from –.26 for Denmark to .83 for Malaysia, with a mean of .40. These
standardized rpas correlated .71 with the unstandardized rpas, and neither coefficient was related
to Hofstede's (2001) Individualism (or to Acquiescence or the Quality Index). Agreement across
methods thus appears to be the rule for both individualistic and collectivistic cultures.
A somewhat different approach to profile agreement is given by intraclass correlations
calculated by the double-entry method across the 30 facets. This approach reflects similarity in
the shape of the profile rather than the elevation of scores, and it has been used to quantify
agreement with personality disorder prototypes (Miller, Pilkonis, & Morse, 2004). Aggregate
facet data for self-reports (McCrae, 2002; J. Rossier, personal communication, August 19, 2004)
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are available for 28 cultures that overlap the present sample. After first standardizing across
cultures, intraclass correlations ranged from .04 for Austria to .88 for Burkina Faso. Eighteen of
these correlations were significant, with three more showing a trend (p < .10). Cultures with the
largest profile agreement (rs > .60) were Belgium, Burkina Faso, France, India, Malaysia, Serbia,
Turkey, French Switzerland, and the U. S. The median value (.45) was found for Italy and
Croatia.
Data from Italy, a typical case, and Malaysia, a case of good agreement, were chosen to
illustrate profile agreement in Figure 1. (Note that this Figure plots the unstandardized T-scores.)
The aggregate self-reports (dashed lines) are more extreme than the aggregate observer ratings
(solid lines), but they tend to show similar profile shapes. As is the case with multimethod
assessments of individuals (McCrae, 1994), self-reports and ratings appear to give related but not
wholly redundant characterizations.
________________
Figure 1 about here
________________

Discussion
With few exceptions, the present analyses replicate findings previously reported for
aggregate personality traits measured by the NEO-PI-R. Culture-level scores are generalizable
across age groups and sex; the culture-level factor structure approximates that found at the
individual level; scale variances differ systematically across cultures, with the largest variances
found in Western cultures (a fact probably attributable to artifacts rather than substantive
differences in the homogeneity of trait levels); and aggregate scores show meaningful patterns of
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convergent and discriminant validity with other culture-level variables. Such results would be
unlikely if personality measures were seriously distorted by cultural differences in language and
response biases; the data as a whole thus offer top-down evidence of the rough scalar
equivalence of NEO-PI-R factors and facets in some two dozen languages.
If scalar equivalence is maintained when the NEO-PI-R is used in different cultures, and
if samples are comparable—as the design of this study was intended to make them—then group
differences are presumably real: Malaysians are indeed higher in self-consciousness than most
other people in the world (see Figure 1), and the English are more open to experience than the
Northern Irish.5 Poortinga and colleagues (2002) are probably not alone in remaining skeptical of
such claims, and researchers who wish to advance them must make systematic efforts to
eliminate alternative explanations. Several steps were taken in that direction here.
First, the use of observer ratings eliminated the possibility that results reflect cultural
differences in self-presentation. There may, of course, be cultural influences on how raters
describe others, but it seems unlikely that they would exactly parallel the cultural effects on selfpresentation. In fact, in cultures that promote modesty, self-enhancement should be diminished
whereas other-enhancement might be increased (but see Bond, Kwan, & Li, 2000, for evidence
of separate self- and other enhancement effects). Such effects would tend to reduce culture-level
correlations across methods. Second, analyses examining acquiescence showed that it has a very
limited effect on the validity of aggregate personality variables, at least when balanced scales
such as those of the NEO-PI-R are used. Third and finally, we conducted analyses controlling for
GDP. Those analyses showed that national wealth and the educational, social, and health
variables that attend it may play a role in accounting for observed associations of personality
traits with beliefs and attitudes. But convergence across measures of traits themselves was
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largely unaffected by partialling out GDP.
This does not mean that we now have definitive values for aggregate trait levels in our
sample of cultures. Assessments using the NEO-PI-R did not square well with assessments using
the EPQ, and as Figure 1 shows, there are clear discrepancies for some facets in some cultures
even when different forms of the NEO-PI-R are used. Analyses of within-country variation in the
U. S. showed that different sites could yield somewhat different personality profiles.
But the pattern of evidence so far suggests that aggregating individual personality scores
is a useful way to characterize cultures. To obtain personality profiles that accurately reflect the
culture as a whole, researchers will need to obtain more representative samples, and, given the
rather narrow range of differences between cultures, the samples probably need to be larger than
200. Future designs would also benefit from the inclusion of targets aged 21 to 40, a large
segment of the population that was deliberately omitted here. A most interesting design would
include self-reports and observer ratings of the same individuals, to understand better method-ofmeasurement effects.
Culture-Level Factor Structure
The major finding from the ecological factor analysis was that a close approximation to
the individual-level FFM could be found in these data. Simulations showed that this is not
remarkable, but it is testimony to the scalar equivalance of NEO-PI-R scales in different cultures.
As discussed by Allik and McCrae (2002), the covariation of culture-level traits along the lines
of the FFM might be due to (thus far unidentified) cultural mechanisms that affect all facets of a
domain similarly. More likely, however, is that the common genetic influences thought to
account for structure at the individual level (McCrae, Jang, Livesley, Riemann, & Angleitner,
2001) also operate at the aggregate personality level: The factors emerge because societies differ
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in the distribution of alleles of genes relevant to each of the factors.
There are, however, two other findings worth noting. The first is the apparent divisibility
of observer-rated culture-level N into two factors, one resembling internalizing, the other
externalizing disorders. This distinction was not found in the analysis of aggregate self-report
data, nor in analyses of individual-level data from either method of measurement, so it is not yet
clear whether it is a reliable finding or a fluke. The distinction itself, however, is conceptually
meaningful, and it is possible that there is a real interaction of level-of-analysis by method-ofmeasurement. For aggregate observer ratings, anger and impulsiveness are different phenomena
from depression and self-consciousness, whereas for aggregate self-reports, they are both
expressions of negative affect. Why this difference should appear at culture-level but not
individual-level analyses is not clear, but the question is perhaps worth pursuing.
The second is that in the five-factor solution the E factor is exceptionally broad, including
elements of N, O and C that are not found at the individual level, and that have no known genetic
association. This appears to be a robust phenomenon, found in both self-report and observer
rating data, and in two non-overlapping samples of cultures. Particularly puzzling is the pattern
of O facets: Cultures high in E are also high in O1: Fantasy, and O6: Values, but tend to be low
in O2: Aesthetics. Introverted cultures (e.g. India; see McCrae, 2002, Figure1) show the opposite
pattern. Inglehart (1997) reports that imagination and tolerance are among the defining values of
the self-expression dimension, which is strongly associated with E. Perhaps the culture-level E is
generated by the post-materialist values of the post-industrial world.
Aggregate Personality, Ethos, and National Character
Do aggregate personality traits resemble the ethos of a culture? If Ruth Benedict had
administered the NEO-PI-R to her Pueblo respondents, would they have scored low on E and O,
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and high on A and C, as the description sober, conventional, cooperative, and orderly suggests?
There is at present only indirect evidence of this. Hofstede's (2001) dimensions of culture have
been related to institutions and customs—for example, high Power Distance cultures are said to
be characterized by centralized political power, an emphasis on agriculture instead of industry,
and unquestioning deference to teachers. In the present study, Power Distance was related to low
E, O, and A, suggesting that cultures whose members are introverted, closed to experience, and
disagreeable may be deferential, agrarian, and authoritarian. Hofstede and McCrae (2004) have
discussed these links at length, including a consideration of the causal directions involved.
Ethos might also be reflected in shared values and beliefs, and the present study provides
new information linking aggregate personality traits to culture-level measures provided by
Schwartz, Inglehart and Norris, Smith and colleagues, and Leung and Bond. The most
predictable associations were with Openness to Experience. Cultures marked by higher levels of
O are progressive, humanistic, and free-thinking; those with lower levels of O are conservative,
traditional, and religious in orientation. These culture-level associations resemble the individuallevel associations (Roccas et al., 2002). Agreeableness is also strongly associated with values at
the individual level, and one might have predicted that cultures high in A would value harmony
over mastery, whereas those low in A would be characterized by social cynicism. None of those
predictions is confirmed in Table 3, however. Instead, cultures high in A tended to resemble
those high in O.
Neither N nor C was strongly related to beliefs and values, but E was associated with an
orientation toward self-expression, a repudiation of fatalism, and high subjective well-being.
Inglehart and Oyserman (in press) suggest that self-expression arises as industrial societies come
to take survival for granted and become post-materialist in outlook. The strong link between self-
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expression and Extraversion and the fact that much of the world is rapidly becoming postindustrial suggests the hypothesis that E should increase in the coming decades—a conclusion
consistent with cohort differences documented by Twenge (2001).
Do the data in Table 2 reflect perceptions of national character? Americans tend to think
of East Asians as being prototypically hard-working, but in the present data, Japan and Hong
Kong are merely average in C. Instead, the highest scoring countries are Kuwait, Puerto Rico,
Malaysia, German-speaking Switzerland, and The Philippines. These might seem surprising, but
most Americans are not very knowledgeable about Kuwaitis or Filipinos, so their perceptions
here may not be trustworthy. Although it would be ideal to have information on the perception of
each culture's character by itself and all other cultures, such data are not yet available. The
Personality Profiles of Cultures Project will provide data for most of the 51 cultures studied here
that can be used to examine correspondences between aggregate personality and national
character—as perceived by members of the culture itself—at both the factor and facet levels.
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Footnotes
1

In Uganda and France, raters described four targets varying in age and sex; in Iran, raters

described two adult targets.

2

The self-report correlations are available from the first author.

3

There were no Canadian data for adult males, and no Iranian data for college-age targets,

so the total number of subsamples was 201.

4

Previous research had used U. S. age and gender norms to standardize data. However,

there are no published college-age norms for Form R of the NEO-PI-R, and the use of U. S.
norms might be considered ethnocentric. For comparison with previous work, data in the present
study were also standardized using the U. S. data collected in the present study, with very similar
results. The international norms used in the present study are available from the first author.

5

These statements refer to people on average. Recall that there is a wide range of

individual differences on all traits in all cultures.
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Table 1.
Culture-Level Factor Structure of NEO-PI-R Facet Scales after Targeted Rotation, Intraclass
Reliability of Aggregates, and Cross-Instrument Correlations.

N1: Anxiety
N2: Angry Hostility
N3: Depression
N4: Self-Consciousness
N5: Impulsiveness
N6: Vulnerability

Procrustes-Rotated Principal Component
N
E
O
A
C
.09
–.14
.07
.17
.78
–.07
–.18
–.09
.66
–.43
–.22
–.23
.17
.53
–.42
.33
–.18
.35
–.14
–.41
.17
–.19
–.27
.51
.52
–.38
–.16
–.07
–.35
.62

VCa ICC(1,k)
.93d
.90
e
.97
.86
.84
.89
.70
.91
.96e
.87
.94e
.88

rb
.69***
.39*
.53**
.61***
.63***
.57***

E1: Warmth
E2: Gregariousness
E3: Assertiveness
E4: Activity
E5: Excitement Seeking
E6: Positive Emotions

–.02
–.37
–.49
.06
–.21
–.26

.67
.63
.30
.44
.39
.72

.19
–.11
.00
.33
–.23
.18

.45
.17
–.28
.10
–.24
.24

.19
–.18
.31
.35
–.48
.12

.99e
.92d
.91d
.82
.62
.95e

.94
.88
.80
.87
.96
.91

.43*
.34
.23
.61***
.47*
.52**

O1: Fantasy
O2: Aesthetics
O3: Feelings
O4: Actions
O5: Ideas
O6: Values

.18
–.10
.04
–.20
–.35
.12

.57
–.25
.49
–.14
–.01
.53

.58
.69
.59
.72
.62
.53

.02
.21
.26
.04
.10
.21

–.18
.21
.21
–.20
.22
.05

.86d
.88d
.84
.84
.92d
.62

.92
.90
.95
.89
.85
.97

.59***
.50**
.63***
.45*
.65***
.74***

A1: Trust
A2: Straightforwardness
A3: Altruism
A4: Compliance
A5: Modesty
A6: Tender-Mindedness

–.28
.15
.08
–.34
.34
.11

.41
.45
.65
–.24
.34
.16

.21
.07
.17
.14
–.09
.13

.60
.57
.43
.73
.60
.69

.05
.22
.42
–.07
.04
.25

.97e
.62
.92d
.94e
.76
.93d

.91
.94
.96
.88
.92
.93

.40*
.26
.72***
.32
.63***
.60***

C1: Competence
C2: Order
C3: Dutifulness
C4: Achievement Striving
C5: Self-Discipline
C6: Deliberation

–.25
–.15
.02
–.22
–.17
–.36

.46
–.29
.22
.10
.18
–.44

.24
–.16
.08
–.06
.04
–.17

.12
.23
.35
.05
.13
.23

.70
.65
.85
.74
.83
.56

.92d
.84
.92d
.91d
.97e
.97e

.94
.84
.94
.91
.85
.85

.65***
.68***
–.02
.68***
.08
.70***

NEO-PI-R Facet Scale

.87e
.80e
.89e
.90e
.94e .88e
.84
.93
.94
.90
.96
Note: These are principal components from 201 subsamples targeted to the American normative
Factor Congruencec
Factor Comparability
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factor structure. Loadings greater than .40 in absolute magnitude are given in boldface. aVariable
congruence coefficient; total congruence coefficient in the last row. bCorrelations with aggregate
self-report NEO-PI-R facet scores (McCrae, 2002; J. Rossier, personal communication, August
19, 2004), N = 28. cCongruence with American normative factor structure. dCongruence higher
than that of 95% of rotations from random data. eCongruence higher than that of 99% of
rotations from random data. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
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Table 2.
Aggregate Factor T-scores, Mean Facet Standard Deviation, Quality Index, and Acquiescence in
51 Cultures.
Factor
SDa

Quality

Acquiescence

Index

Score

Culture

N

E

O

A

C

Moroccans

50.5

44.9

48.4

46.1

45.5

7.6

5.4

516.7

Ethiopians

48.8

47.1

48.5

47.3

47.2

7.9

10.8

522.5

Malays

51.8

48.3

47.5

51.7

53.0

7.9

13.3

521.3

Nigerians

47.8

44.4

49.1

46.6

45.8

8.0

13.1

507.3

Ugandans

49.4

46.5

49.5

48.3

48.2

8.3

5.9

518.7

Indians

50.1

48.5

48.7

51.7

52.3

8.4

15.8

555.1

Burkinabé

53.1

48.8

49.2

51.3

49.7

8.5

21.3

534.7

Kuwaitis

51.9

52.9

47.5

51.0

52.6

8.7

18.9

542.2

Russians

51.4

45.8

49.7

50.3

49.1

8.7

16.3

527.7

Peruvians

48.5

50.1

48.9

48.5

48.7

8.8

19.2

501.2

Botswana

48.9

46.8

47.7

48.0

46.8

8.9

13.4

514.8

P. R. C. Chinese

46.6

46.6

50.0

48.6

48.0

8.9

16.1

517.4

Germans

48.1

49.6

54.9

52.1

52.3

9.1

37.6

516.8

Slovaks

49.2

49.7

48.1

50.5

48.6

9.2

30.1

508.5

Lebanese

50.0

51.2

48.1

46.3

50.5

9.2

9.9

519.4

H. K. Chinese

50.5

46.2

47.3

46.9

49.6

9.3

25.9

522.9

Indonesians

50.0

45.5

48.9

49.0

49.6

9.3

22.7

515.3

Filipinos

48.3

48.9

50.8

47.3

53.5

9.4

18.1

504.2

Mexicans

46.2

47.9

50.2

47.4

50.8

9.5

15.8

493.9

Canadians

49.6

53.1

47.8

49.9

49.1

9.6

27.6

523.3

S. Koreans

48.4

50.7

50.9

50.3

48.3

9.6

26.3

494.0

Belgians

49.6

52.3

50.4

49.8

47.4

9.7

32.9

502.7

Icelanders

48.6

51.5

51.2

52.0

49.4

9.7

29.6

508.8

Portuguese

51.6

51.4

51.3

51.0

50.7

9.7

32.6

512.9

Puerto Ricans

49.9

51.7

49.6

48.8

52.9

9.7

13.6

521.6
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Japanese

50.7

49.5

51.2

48.8

49.5

9.9

26.6

486.8

German Swiss

47.6

48.3

58.4

54.0

53.5

10.0

34.3

496.0

Americans

48.1

52.3

50.3

49.1

48.9

10.0

25.3

504.6

Italians

52.6

46.5

52.3

48.1

48.4

10.0

25.5

488.6

Croatians

49.3

51.0

49.1

48.4

50.3

10.1

17.0

514.0

Australians

48.6

53.9

50.7

50.0

47.5

10.1

27.2

522.2

Poles

50.7

49.2

48.6

48.5

49.4

10.2

31.3

515.7

Slovenians

50.7

49.5

48.8

49.0

52.4

10.2

13.7

515.0

Thais

48.9

49.7

48.4

49.6

48.9

10.2

24.7

521.0

Argentineans

51.3

52.3

46.1

50.6

50.1

10.3

22.6

497.1

English

50.1

53.7

53.5

50.2

48.2

10.3

28.4

512.5

Brazilians

53.7

52.2

49.0

50.3

51.5

10.3

26.0

517.7

French

52.7

48.0

51.4

51.3

48.4

10.3

35.3

496.9

New Zealanders

47.9

52.5

50.1

50.1

47.8

10.4

32.9

514.1

Turks

51.4

53.1

48.1

51.0

51.5

10.4

31.9

517.8

N. Irish

50.1

55.7

47.4

52.4

47.4

10.4

30.2

516.4

Estonians

47.0

50.2

47.9

48.4

48.8

10.5

30.3

506.6

Maltese

53.1

50.6

48.4

49.4

51.6

10.6

31.3

518.8

Serbians

49.4

49.4

51.6

48.4

51.7

10.7

31.3

528.3

Chileans

50.0

51.7

51.8

50.8

52.3

10.8

33.1

496.9

French Swiss

53.6

51.1

51.6

53.0

49.8

10.8

36.7

501.8

Austrians

48.3

50.8

50.5

50.6

52.4

10.8

28.8

512.8

Danes

50.3

51.9

55.2

53.1

48.5

10.8

35.6

499.0

Spaniards

49.7

50.5

48.8

51.4

51.3

11.0

37.4

500.2

Iranians

48.4

48.2

50.1

48.6

47.0

11.1

10.2

528.9

Czechs
51.5 48.2 50.3 54.2 51.5 11.1
30.7
536.1
Note. Quality Index is taken from McCrae et al. (in press); Acquiescence is the mean sum of all
NEO-PI-R raw score responses before reflecting. aMean T-score-standardized standard deviation
across 30 NEO-PI-R facet scales.
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Table 3.
Culture-Level Correlates of NEO-PI-R Form R Factors.
Factor
Criterion

N

E

O

A

C

Personality Measures
NEO–PI–R Form S Factors (N = 28)
.52**c –.20

Neuroticism

–.03

.21

.06

Extraversion

–.07

.58***c

.30

.39*

–.03

Openness to Experience

–.17

.08

.51**c

.14

.24

.29

–.06

–.34

.11

.15

–.12

–.10

–.30

–.19

.34c

.11

.19

.14

.09

Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
EPQ Scales (N = 28; Lynn & Martin, 1995)a

.41*b,c

Neuroticism
Extraversion

–.15

.05

.02

–.14

–.08

Psychoticism

–.05

–.23

–.13

.05

.23

Neuroticism

.19

.13

–.06

–.01

–.06

Extraversion

–.31

.35

.07

–.26

–.05

Psychoticism

–.15

–.26

–.05

–.26

.09

Lie (N = 25)

.06

–.55**

–.16

–.51**

.08

.25

–.06

–.14

–.07

.02

–.42**b

–.32*

.13

–.03

–.03

.21

EPQ Scales (N = 27; van Hemert et al., 2002)a

Rotter Locus of Control (N = 34; Smith et al., 1995)

Beliefs, Attitudes, Values
Hofstede (2001) Dimensions (N = 49)
Power Distance

.21c

–.45**b

Uncertaintly Avoidance

.29*b,c

.07

Individualism

.05

.51***b,c

.33*b

.38**

–.15

Masculinity

–.13

.02

.09

.03

.05

Long–Term Orientation (N = 30)

–.09

–.18

–.04

–.18

.00
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Schwartz (1994) Values (N = 22)
Conservatism

–.69***b,c –.50*

–.22

–.07

Affective Autonomy

.15

.28

.54**

.60**c

.01

Intellectual Autonomy

.39c

–.09c

.49*b

.43*

.13

Hierarchy

–.22

–.09

–.34

–.24

–.08

Mastery

–.23

–.24

.06

–.13

–.08

Egalitarian Commitment

.24

.21

.56**c

.44*

–.08

Harmony

.06

.05

.29

.11

.11

Secular–Rational

–.02

.06

.36*

.43**

–.04

Self–expression

–.06

.58***b,c

.26

.29

–.07

.11

Inglehart & Norris (2003) Values (N = 42)

Social Axioms (N = 29; Leung & Bond, 2004)
Social Cynicism

–.27

–.28

.07

–.17

–.01

Social Complexity

–.10

.35

.26

.20

.20

Reward for Application

–.30

–.35

–.36

–.23

.20

.07

–.37

–.38*b

–.14

.30c

–.09

–.04

.26

–.21

–.31

.03

Religiosity
Fate Control

–.26

–.58***b,c –.17

Organizational Attitudes (N = 34; Smith et al., 1996)
Conservatism vs. Egalitarian Commitment

–.02

.46**b

Loyal Involvement vs. Utilitarian Involvement

–.01

.00

Subjective Well–Being (N = 35; Diener et al., 1995)

.01

.34*
–.17

.64***b,c

.33

.47**

.45***b

.46***b

.46*** –.02

–.03

Economic Indicators
Gross Domestic Product per capita (N = 51)
Gini Index (N = 40)
Human Development Index (N = 48)
a

.04
–.03
b

.02

–.08
.55***b,c

–.25
.34*b

–.26
.40**

.11
.24c

Indian data from Lodhi, Deo, & Belhekar (2002). Replicated (p < .05, one-tailed) in culture-

level analyses using self-report data. cSignificant after partialling GDP.
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Figure Caption
Figure 1. Mean NEO-PI-R profiles for Italians (top panel) and Malays (bottom panel)
from self-reports (dashed lines) and observer ratings (solid lines). The five factor scores are
given on the left; towards the right the facet scales are grouped by factor. Profile form
reproduced by special permission of the Publisher, from the Revised NEO Personality Inventory,
by Paul T. Costa, Jr., and Robert R. McCrae. Copyright 1978, 1989, 1992 by PAR, Inc. Further
reproduction is prohibited without permission of PAR, Inc.
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